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ABOUT US
O

ur company has existed since 1998. First as a craft shop,
“WOOD-Stil” and since 2011 has grown into “Pino Art”
Ltd., a company that over the past 22 years has gradually
positioned itself in the Serbian market and expanded its
business to the entire Balkan region and beyond across
Europe.
In a short-period time, we managed to grow into a company
with a recognizable name and product range.
Since the beginning we have been continuously and gradually
grown together with our professional and creative staff.
With modern technology, we offer simple solutions, elegant
design and user friendly products. With our experience and
knowledge, we are setting innovative trends in the bathroom
furniture production market, which makes us one of the
ěíËëíŃŉɂĊĠɂŏĈíɂƗíěëǱ
Thanks to the great engagement of our management and all
employees, we managed to place products on the Western
Europe market where we today export 40-50% of the entire
production.
In the coming period, we plan to enrich the offer with new
product lines, improve existing production and conquer new
markets.

If you truly love nature, you will
ƗĠëɂäíËœŏůɂíŨíŃůũĈíŃíǱ
—Laura Ingalls Wilder
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
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6,8 kg (+-5%)
9,4 kg (+-5%)
550x170x770
0.072 m³

ITEM: 0005
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16,8 kg (+-5%)

13 kg (+-5%)

525x150x630

13,6 kg (+-5%)

850x190x630

680x190x630

0.05 m³

665x170x735

0.102 m³

0.081 m³

0.083 m³

18,6 kg (+-5%)

20,1 kg (+-5%)

620x220x890

800x260x900

0.121 m³

0.187 m³

Perfect Match for every environment
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